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besides entering the tamil film industry, vimala has also played the mother
of aanaiya neenai in a tamil web series named the white crow and appeared
in a few telugu films including ashoka sajjana kathe and manjivelu. in recent
times, she has appeared as an entertainer in a tv series titled yamulla. the
producers of the said series have reportedly been searching for the actress
since last few days. both the former child actresses have been very close

since childhood. vimala herself admits that her career started in 2004, when
director k balachander cast her in the tamil film poi which is the 101st film in
his series the 100 ragas. the movie which is based on a similar theme to the
1978 malayalam classic neram thekku neram, was a commercial success.

since then, vimala has not looked back. she became an overnight sensation
and soon landed a string of telugu blockbusters. currently, vimala is part of
popular youth fiction show bigg boss telugu 4 and has won many laurels for

her acting prowess. after 2 years, she made her comeback in malayalam
with the comedy gulabi talkies. the movie was directed by babu janardhanan
and starred her as the lead. her performance was received with rave reviews
and she bagged the best actress award at the 2012 kerala state film awards.

vimala made her debut in bollywood with the raj kumar arora-directed
romantic-comedy 2012 bollywood blockbuster rock on 2. featuring debutants

madhuri dixit and randeep hooda, the akshay kumar, neetu kapoor and
sonakshi sinha-starrer went on to become one of the biggest hits of the year

with the actress debuting as a promising newcomer. of late, vimala has
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dabbled in item numbers and she had paired with sunny leone in sunnamos.
the pair went on to share screen space in the kannada movie henchakki.
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